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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Our goal here is to define several concepts of convergence, divergence, 
and unboundedness in Archimedean Riesz spaces. The notions and the 
results which we will discuss here will be used in our forthcoming paper 
[S] in order to obtain an extension of the Ornstein ratio ergodic theorem 
(Theorem 1.1 of [6]). 
The terminology used in this paper can be found in the books of Akilov 
and Kantorovich [ 11, Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [Z, 33, Luxemburg and 
Zaanen [4], and Schaefer [7]. 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, and let E be the Dedekind com- 
pletion of E. Thus, we may think of E as being a Riesz subspace of I? (we 
will be doing so throughout the paper without stating it explicitly every 
time ). 
Let (4AENu iol be a sequence of elements of E such that u, > 0 for every 
n E N u (O}, and let C be a nonzero (projection) band in ,!?. We say that 
the sequence (u,,LENu loi diverges individually to 3c on C if for every 
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UE C, 020, o #O, there exists mENv (O}, and there exists a nonzero 
component M’ of v such that UJ < u,~ for every n E N u (0 >, n 2 m. We say 
that the sequence (u,,),~~” l0) is unbounded on C if supII (u,, A D) = LI for 
every vEC, 030. 
Now let Wn7 dLENv loJ be a sequence of elements of E x E such that 
v, > 0, II’,, b 0, and IV,, < ~1, + , for every n E N u (0). Let B be the projection 
band generated by the set {MI,, ( n E N u (0) } in ,!?, and let C be a 
(projection) band in E such that CS B. We say that the sequence 
((um ~+vn))nEN” {O) is ratio unbounded on C if for every tx E R, c( > 0, one has 
that the sequence ((v,-cuv,)+),,~~” fo) is unbounded on C. 
Now let I- be a projection band in ,!? such that l-c B. We say that the 
sequence ((u,, ~t~n)LENv foi ratio converges individually on r if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There is no nonzero (projection) band C in 6 C& r such that 
the sequence ((u,,, it~,~)).~~~ (ol is ratio unbounded on C. 
(2) For every ~1, /? E R, 0 <p < IX, and for every u E f, u 2 0, one has 
that (limsup, (((v,-/?w,))) A u)) A (lim sup, (((v,, - cot’,) + ) A u)) = 0. 
We will prove (in Section 2) that if the sequence ((v,, MJ,,)),~ Nv (oi does 
not ratio converge individually on a projection band r, rs B, then there 
exists a nonzero projection band BJr), Bd(r) E r having the following 
two properties: 
(a) For any nonzero projection band C in z, C E Bd(r), one has 
that ((v,, YJL,~ iol does not ratio converge individually on C. 
(b) Bd(r) is the largest band contained in r which has property (a). 
If the sequence ((on, u’,)),,~” (ol ratio converges individually on the 
projection band r, Tc B, set B,(T) = 0. 
We say that Bd(r) is the band of total ratio individual divergence of the 
sequence ((v,, M)~)),,~ N v tot with respect o I-. 
For notational convemences, et B, = Bd( B). 
Now let G be an order complete Riesz space, let ((x,, y,)),, Nv 1oI be a 
sequence of elements of G x G, and let B be a nonzero (projection) band in 
G. We say that the sequence ((x,, yn))nENu (ot ratio converges individually 
to 1 on B if for every v E B, v 3 0, and for every E E R, E > 0, one has that 
limsup(((.u,,-4’n-&lIYnI)f v(I’,-.Y,-&E(~I)+)Au)=O. (*) 
” 
In this paper we will deal only with ratio individual convergence to 
1 of sequences (CL ~~~~~~~~ fol which have the property that y, 30 
for every n E N u (0). Clearly, for such sequences (*) becomes 
limsup,(((x,-(l+E)y,)+ v ((l-s)y,-x,)+) A v)=O. 
Although it might not be obvious, our work on this paper (and on [8]) 
has been profoundly influenced by the pioneering work of Nakano [S]. 
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We start (Section 2) with a study of the individual ratio convergence on 
a band. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, let E be the Dedekind com- 
pletion of E let ((u,,, D,,)L~~~ loj be a sequence of elements of E x E such 
that u,, > 0, v,, > 0, L’,, < u,,, , for every n E N u { 0 >, let B be the projection 
band in E generated by the set (u, 1 n E N u (0) }, and let r be a projection 
band in i?, I-s B. We prove the existence of Bd( r) # 0 under the assump- 
tion that ((u,,, c,)),,,~~ iol does not ratio converge individually on K to 
this end, we construct two projection bands in E denoted by B, (f) and 
B,,(f); next we prove that the band generated by B, (f) u B,,(f) in E is 
a nonzero band which satisfies the defining properties of Bd( f ); therefore. 
it follows that Bd( f) is the band generated by B x (0 u Bo,T(f) in E. Set 
B ~ = B, (B), and B,, = B,,(B). We conclude the section with a study of 
B, and B,, in the case in which the sequence ((u,,, L~,,)),,~~~~,~! has 
the property that both (u,,),,,~_, !O: and (I>,,),,~~,- )(); are monotonic 
nondecreasing sequences. 
In Section 3 we discuss the individual ratio convergence to 1 on a band. 
Let G be an order complete Riesz space, and let .d = ((s,,, Y,!)),,~~” jol be 
a sequence of elements of G x G such that yn 3 0 for every n E N u { 0 ) . We 
prove that there exists a largest band B,, (A!) in G on which the sequence 
.o/ ratio converges individually to 1. Assume that 0 <J,, <.r,, + , for every 
HENU {O}, let k~Nu {Oj, and set .dk=((.~,,-.9k,1’,,--,/,)),,,X; we 
conclude the section (and the paper) with a study of the ratio in&vidual 
convergence to 1 of the sequence JY~ on a band. 
2. THE INDIVIDUAL RATIO CONVERGENCE ON A BAND 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we start with the study of basic 
properties of sequences which do not ratio converge individually on a given 
band. Next we go on and study further properties of such sequences. 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let E be the Dedekind 
completion of E. 
LEMMA I. Let (w,~),,~~~ iol be a sequence of elements of E such that 
w,, 2 0 for eljer)v n E N u {O >. Let (r,),, I he a family of projection bands in 
i?, and. let r be the projection band in E generated by uxe, I‘,. Then the 
.following assertions are equivalent: (a) The sequence ( M’,,),,~~ v lo: is 
unbounded on r. (b) The sequence (M.,, ),, E N ir I o I is unbounded on TX for etlerj 
x E I. 
Proof: Clearly, (a) = (b). 
(b) - (a). Let u E f, u >, 0. Let u, be the projection of u on r, for every 
a E I. 
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It follows that (u~)=~, is a family of components of u; hence, suple, u, 
exists in 6 and is a component of u. 
We will now note that u = suplt, u,. Indeed, assume that u # suple, u,. 
Set V=U-suple,uz. Then v is a nonzero component of u. Since ~1 E f, and 
by [7, Proposition 2.11, p. 63 and Corollary, p. 533, it follows that there 
exist CXEZ and lt.~f,, ~‘2 0 such that u A ~9 #O. Using the fact that 
(v A IV) A u, = 0, we obtain that (LJ A kc) v u, = (~1 A bv) + u, # u,. Using 
the fact that u, < (~1 A iv) v u, E r,, we obtain a contradiction since 
u,=sup{sEr,)O,<S~u}. 
It fOllOWs that SUP,,,,(,~ (IV,, A u)=~up,~~~~:~~ SUpzE,(w,, A u,)= 
SUp~~,SUp,,~N~(Oj ol’,, * Ud=SUP,~,Ux=U. 
We have therefore proved that SUP,,~~” :oi (u’,, A u) = u for every u E f, 
u > 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ((u,], L),,)),,~~” loi be a sequence of elements of 
ExEsuchthatu,~O,c,~0,and~~,~o,+,foreuer~~n~Nu{O}.LetBbe 
the projection band in E generated by the set {u, 1 n E N u (0) >. Let (T,),, t 
be a farnil of projection bands in E such that r, c B for every GI E I, and let 
r be the projection band in E generated blp u,, , T,. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The sequence ((u,, u,,)),,,~” ioi is ratio unbounded on I-. 
(b) The sequence ((u,, un)),ENu (0) is ratio unbounded on f, for every 
a E I. 
Proof The proof is obvious in view of Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
Now let ((u,,, vn)LEN,d ioi be a sequence of elements of E x E such that 
u,,20, v,,aO, and o,<u,,+, for every n E N u {O}. Let B be the projection 
band in ,!? generated by the set {an )n E N u (0) }, and let r be a projection 
band in E such that TC B. Set 
1 
u=O or u#O, andforeveryaEr,O<v,<IuI, 
u # 0 there exist LX, /? E R, 0 < 0 < 0: such that 
B,,(r)= UE:T (lim sup (((u,-fi~,)~) A 0)) 7 
II 
and 
A (limsup(((u,-au,,)+) A v))#O 
n 
Wm SUP (((%*-h7-) A Id)) 
" 
A (limsup(((u,-au,)+) A lul))=O . 
foreverya,iER,O</3<a. i 
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We will call B,,(r) the band of oscillations of ((u,,, D,,)),~~~” 10; on r. 
THEOREM 3. B,,( I-) and A(T) are projection bands in E, and r is the 
order direct sum of B,,(r), and A( I-). 
Proqf: We will first prove that B,,(f) is a (projection) band in z. 
Let fi,,ti,~B,,(T). Assume that 17,+tiz#0, and let ts~f, 0~66 
1 U, + U? 1, r~ f 0. Using the decomposition property [7, Proposition 1.6, 
p. 533, we obtain that there exist D,, cl,Efsuchthat06ts,6(u,I,0~L’zd 
1 tiz 1, and fi= ti, + L’?. It follows that fi, ~0, or Cz #O (since t:#O). Assume 
that t’, # 0 (similar arguments hold if t’? # 0). Then, since G, E BOs (f ). 
and since 0 <I?, < 1 U, 1, we obtain that there exist 2, /?E R, 0 < /? < z 
such that (1imsup,,(((u,-I]o,~)~)r\IS,))r\(1imsup,~(((u,,-ar,,)+)~~,))#O. 
Since 0 < L1, d Li, it follows that (lim sup,,( (u,, - 1311,~) ) A F)) A 
(limsup,,(((u,,-au,,)+) A a))#O. 
We have therefore proved that 1’, + U2e B,,(T) whenever U, E B,,(r), 
and 11, E B,,( fJ. 
Now let r E R and u E B,,( f ), and assume that r # 0, and u # 0. Let u E r, 
0 d I’ < I ru 1, L’ # 0. Then, 0 d u/l r I < 1 u 1, c/l r ( # 0. Since we assume that 
UE B,,y(T), it follows that there exist a, /3 E R, 0 <p -=z CY such that 
(limsup,,(((ull-pr,,)-) A (ullrl))) A (limsup,,(((u,,-xc,,,)‘) A (o/lrl)))fO. 
Since 
(limsup(((u,,-flu,,)-) A (ullrl))) A (1imsup(((14n-rtl,z)+) A (v/lr.I))) II II 
~(limsup(((~llrl)((u,,-Pc~n)-)) A (dlrl))) II 
A (limsuP(((l/lrt)((u,,-nu,,)+))A (c/if’\))) ,I 
=(1/lrI)((limsup(((u,-P~l,~)-) A u)) A (limsup(((u,,-at?,,)‘) A c))) 
II rr 
for every r E R, ( r ( d 1, and since 
(lim,~up(((u,-pv,~)-) A (dlrl))) A (limsup(((u,,-au,)+) A (u/lrJ))) 
” 
~(limSUp(((U,-BU,,)-) A U)) A (limSUp(((U,,-~U,~)‘) A V)) 
,I ,1 
for every r ER, ) r/ 2 1, it follows that (lim sup,,(((u, -flo,)-) A c)) A 
(limsup,(((u,-au,)+) A u))#O for every rER. 
We have therefore proved that for every r E R, and u E B,,(T), one has 
that ru E B,,(r). 
Clearly, B,,(f) is a solid set in ,!?. 
Let A G B,,(r), and assume that sup A exists in ,?. Set u = sup A. 
Clearly, 14 E r, and it is also obvious that in order to prove that u E B,,( f ), 
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we may assume that u#O. Let VET be such that 0~ V< 1~1, L’ #O. Then, 
there exists U’ E A such that v A 1 U’ 1 # 0 (since, if 0 A 1 )t’ ) = 0 for every 
toeA, then VAU<<, and vr\(inf(-A))<O; hence, VA (uj=O, and we 
have obtained a contradiction). Set v’ = v A ) u’) . Since u’ E B,,(f), and 
since 0 <v’< (~‘1, u’#O, it follows that there exist ~1, /IE R, 0 </I < c( 
such that (lim sup,(((u,-PO,)-) A 0’)) A (lim SUp,(((U,-Et’,)+ ) A V’))#o. 
Since 0 < u’ < U, it follows that (lim sup,(((u, - /3v,)-) A V))A 
(lim supn (((u, - CIU,,) +) A v)) # 0. Accordingly, u E B,,(r). 
We have therefore proved that B,,(f) is a (projection) band in i?. 
We will now prove that A(T) is a (projection) band in i?. 
Let U, o E A(f), and let a, /I E R, 0 < /? < CI. Then, by a consequence of the 
decomposition property (see [7, Corollary, p. 53]), it follows that 
A (hlSUp(((~,,-CW,)+) A lU+Ul)) 
n 
~((limsup(((u,,-pv,)-) A IuI))+(limsup(((u,-Dv,)-) A ICI))) 
)I II 
A ((limsup(((U,-a~],)+) A IuI))+(limsup(((u,-crv,)+)A Iv/))) 
,, )Z 
,<(lim sup (((4,-k%,)- 1 A 1~1)) A (lim sup (((4--u,,)+) A 1~1)) ,t ” 
+(lim sup (((u,-b,,)-) A 1~1)) A (lim SUP (((4,-W,)+) A ILlI)) ,, ” 
+(limsup(((u,,-Bu,,)-)A 1~1))~ (limsuP(((u,-%)+)A 1~1)) II ” 
+(limsup(((u,-Bu,,)-)~ 1~1))~ (limsup(((%,-%)+)A Ivl)) II n 
=(lUl A IV1 A ((limsuP(((u,,-Bu,)-) A lul)) n 
A Wsup(((u,,-au,)+) A Ivl)))) n 
+(lul A IVI A (Uimsw(((u,-Bv,)-) A Ivl)) ” 
A (lim sup (((4l--v,)+) A lul)))) ” 
=2((limsup(((u,-Bv,)-) A lul A Ivl)) n 
A (lim sup (((z&-au,)+) A 1241 A IuI)))=O. 
n 
We obtain that u + u E A(T). 
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In order to prove that ru E A(T) whenever r E R. and u E A(T), one 
proceeds as in the proof of the corresponding assertion for B,,(f). 
Clearly, A(T) is a solid set. 
Now let A c A(f), and assume that sup A exists in E. Set u = sup A. 
Clearly, u E f. Since for every M’ E I?, one has that (u[ A IV = 
(V,,, (c A IV)) v (ActA ((-II) A rrr))<VV,.. 4 (IPI A wq), it follows that for 
every a, p E R, 0 < 1-3 K a, one has that 
O~(limsup(((u,,-po,)~) A lull) A (limsupi((u,,-GIU,,)+) A 1~41)) 0 II 
=luI A (limSup(((u,~-BL’,)-) A lul)) A (limsup(((u,,--rD,,)f) A ]ul)) 
n PI 
Q v (IDI A (limsup(((u,-BLl,,).~) A lul)) 
I‘t 4 ,I 
A (lim sup (((u,,-all,)+) A 1~1))) 
n 
= V ((limsup(((u,-b,,) -1 A (lul A I’ll))) 
I E .4 ,> 
A (limSUp(((U,,-ac,,)‘) A (1~41 A IP\))))=~. 
R 
Accordingly, u E A(f ). 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we have to prove that f 
is the order direct sum of B,,(r), and A(f). Since B,,(T)nA(T)= (01, it 
follows that we only have to prove that for every u E r, II 30, there exist 
L’ E B,, (I-), o 2 0, and )V E A(f ), u’ 2 0, such that u = L’+ IV. 
To this end, let UE r, u 3 0, and let II, IV be the projections of u on 
B,,(r), A(T). respectively (that is, u = sup (U’E B,,(T) 10 < ~1’ <uj, and 
#,=su~{M”EA(T)IO~~~“~,U}). Then, L’ A w=O (since B,,(T)nA(f)= 
{O] ). It follows that ~7 +1~ = o v IV ,< U. Assume that L’ + M’ # u, and set 
s = u - (D + M’ ). 
We now notice that s E B,,(f). Indeed, if s 6 B,,(r), then (since 
s 2 0, s #O), there exists TV f, 0 < t ds, t #O such that for every 
a, p E R, 0 < p < a, one has that (lim sup,(((u, - /IO,)- ) A t)) A 
(lim sup,, ((( u,, - a~,,) + ) A t)) = 0. Accordingly. t E A( I-). Since 12’ is a com- 
ponent of u, it follows that 0 < r A M’ < s A IV < (u - W) A w = 0; hence, 
t A H’ = 0. Since t + u’ = t v M’ < u, f + 1%’ E A(T), we obtain a contradiction 
since IV is the projection of u on A(r). Accordingly, s E B,,(r). 
Since v is a component of u, it follows that 0 <s A I’ < (u - L:) A c = 0; 
therefore, s A v = 0. Since s + II = s v v < u, and since s + v E Bos( r), we 
obtain a contradiction since LJ is the projection of u on B,,(r). 
Accordingly, s = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Let ((4, u,~)),,~~ loi be a sequence of elements of E x E such that U, 2 0, 
v,20, and v,,<v~+~ for every n E N u (0). Let B be the projection band 
in ,!? generated by the set {v,, 1 n E N u { 01 }, and let f be a projection band 
in E, TcB. Assume that the sequence ((u,, t~,l))nelrlu(0) does not satisfy 
condition (1) of the definition of ratio individual convergence on f. Then, 
by Proposition 2, it follows that there exists a nonzero band in J!?, denoted 
B, (r) such that B, (f-) is the largest band in E which is contained in f, 
and which has the property that the sequence ((u,~, P,,))~~~” i,O1 is ratio 
unbounded on it. If the sequence ((u,, v,,)),, N u i0l satisfies condition ( 1) of 
the definition of ratio individual convergence on r, then set B, (f-) = (0). 
By Theorem 3, it follows that the sequence ((u,, v,)),,~~,(~) satisfies 
condition (2) of the definition of ratio individual convergence on r if and 
only if B,,(T) = (0). Let B,,(r) be the band in E generated by B, (I-) u 
B,,(r). It follows that the sequence ((u,, v,,))~~~” 101 ratio converges 
individually on f if and only if B,(T) = CO). It also follows that if the 
sequence ((4, ~~,,)LENoJo~ does not ratio converge individually on f, then 
Bd(f) is the largest band in E contained in f such that for any nonzero 
band C in 6 C’s Bd(r), one has that the sequence ((u,, vn))neNu (ol does 
not ratio converge individually on C. 
Let ((4, v,)),,Nv (ol be a sequence of elements of E x E such that 
u,,>o, V”>O, U,GU,,+,r c,<v,,+, for every n~Nu (0). Let k~Nu (O}, 
and let BfkJ be the (projection) band in E generated by the set 
(v,-vk(n~N, n>k+l}. Let B, M’ be the largest band in ,!? which is 
contained in B’&‘, and on which the sequence ((u, - uk, v, - ok)),, z k + , iS 
ratio unbounded. Let 
B’k’ = 
OS 
: 
u E B’k’ 
u=O or u#O and for every ZJ E B’k’, 
0 < v d 114 1, v # 0, there exist 
u,/?ER,O<B<usuchthat 
(lim sup ((((“~-~k)-8(v~-vk))-~) h v)) A 
n 
(limsup((((u,-uk)-cl(v,-vk))+) A a))#0 
n 
Let BF’ be the (projection) band in E generated by BE’u BL:‘. In the 
remainder of this section our goal will be to prove that BF’= B,n BCk’. 
We start with a lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Let (Xn)ne~v(o) be a sequence of elements of E such that 
x,>O for every nENu {0}, and let D be a (projection) band in E. Let 
k~Nu (0). If the sequence (x~),,~~” ,0, , , is unbounded on D, then the same 
is true for the sequence (x,),,k+, . 
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Proof. Assume that for some k E N u (O), the sequence (x,,),,~~ + , is 
not unbounded on D. Then there exists J E D, ~‘2 0, J #O such that 
sup n2k+l (x,, A )‘)Z?‘. 
Set .~=sup~<,~~ s,,z=su~,~~+, (.K,, AJ), and A= {mcNl.u A . . 
(my)#m.v). 
Clearly, the set A is infinite. Indeed, if we assume that A is empty or 
finite, then there exists nr, E N such that .X A (mji) = rnj’ for every m E N, 
m 2 m,. It follows that .X 2 .Y A (km, y) = km, y for every k E N. Since E IS 
an Archimedean Riesz space, it follows that ~7 < 0; that is, we obtain a 
contradiction. 
If (s A (fir?,)) v (HZ=) =rn)’ for every m E A, then since A is an infinite set. 
it follows that there exists a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers 
(n~,),~~ such that (X A (m/y)) v (m/z)= m,y for every IEN; hence, ALEN 
(( (( l/m,) x) A ~9) v Z) = J’. Taking into consideration once again that E is 
Archimedean (therefore, A,EN ((I/m,) X) =O), we obtain that j’= 3; that is, 
we have obtained a contradiction. 
We have therefore proved that there exists m’ E A such that 
(x A (m’.v)) v (m’z) Zm’y. 
Since (x A (m’y)) v (m’z)<m’g, and since SU~,,,~~~~~ (x,, A (m’j,))< 
(suP,,<k (-r, A (m’4’))) V (sup,>k+, ((m’s,) A (m’y))) = (?I v m’y) v (m’z), 
it follows that SU~,,,~~(~) 3 X, A (m’y)) Z&J. We have obtained a 
contradiction, since we have assumed that (x,,)~~~ v :0i is unbounded on D. 
Accordingly, the sequence (x,,). ak+, is unbounded on D. Q.E.D. 
Given u E E, we denote by P,, the band projection associated with the 
projection band B(U). 
PROPOSITION 5. B!$’ = B, n Bik’ for eueq’ k E N u LO). 
Proof: We will first prove that B’,k’c B, n Btk’. Since B’,‘c Btk’, it 
follows that we have only to prove that B’,‘c B, . Clearly, it is enough to 
prove that for every UE B’,‘, u # 0, one has that u E B, As a result of the 
way in which B, is defined, it follows that in order to prove that u E B,, , 
it is enough to prove that the sequence ((u,, ~7,~))~~ N v l0! is ratio 
unbounded on B(u). 
To this end, let UE Bz’, u # 0, let a E R, a > 0, and let u E B(u), ~13 0. 
Since u E Bz’, it follows that the sequence ((u,, - ~4~, u,, - a,)),, z k +, is 
ratio unbounded on B(u). Since D + P, (auk) E B(u), it follows that 
L’+P,(auk)= sup ((((u,-uk)-a(L),--Ok))+) A (u+P,(avk))). 
n>k+I 
We obtain that v = sup,,> k+, ((((u,,-uk)-a(t),-vk))+) A (U+P,(aL~k))) 
-Pu(auk) < (suPnak+I (((u,-av,,)++avk) A (L1+P,,(ank))))-P,,(aVk) = 
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SuL2k+~(((4-au,)+ +(auk-Pp,(auk))) * 0) ,< supnbk+, ((((U,,-au,,)+) 
* u)+((auk-Pp,(auk)) * u))=~UP~~,++~(((U~-~U~)+) A ~~)6s~p,.,~~,~ 
(((u,-au,,)+) A 0). 
!hce ‘%EN~ (0) (((U,-au,)+) A u)<u, it follows that s.t~p,,~~~~~~ 
(((u,-au,)+) A u)=u. 
We have therefore proved that the sequence ((u,, L~,,)),,,~~~~) is ratio 
unbounded on B(u). 
To complete the proof of the proposition, we have to prove that 
B cc n Btk’& Bck) 
To this end: let UE B, n B VC) Since we want to prove that UE B’,k’, it . 
follows that we may assume that u # 0. 
Using the definition of BE), we obtain that in order to prove that 
UE B’,k’, we have to prove that the sequence ((u,-uk, u,- u~))“,~+, is 
ratio unbounded on B(u). Accordingly, let a E R, a >O, and let UE B(u), 
u 2 0, v # 0. 
Since u E B,, it follows that the sequence ((u,,, u,,)),.~~(~~ is ratio 
unbounded on B(u). We obtain that u+ Puuk = SUP,,~~” iol (((u,-uu,)+) A 
(u + PUuk)) since u + Puuk E B(u), u + P,u, >O. 
It follows that u = (suP,,~~” Co) (((h--u,)+) * (u+P,u~)))-P~u~G 
(SUP nGNv (0) ((((“?r-uk) - a(u?l-uk))+ +uk) * t”+ puuk)))-puuk < 
s”p,tENu(0) ((((% - uk) - a(un - uk))f + t”k - puuk)) A u, < 
s”p~~NuiO) (((((h - uk) - a(un - u,))+) * 0) + ((Uk - PuUk) * u)) = 
SUPneNv {O} ((((u,,--k)-a(u,,--k))+) * L)). 
We have therefore proved that for every aE R, a>O, one has that the 
sequence (((u, - uk) - a(u,, - u~))+),,~~” (o) is unbounded on B(u). By 
Lemma 4, it follows that the sequence ((u, - uk, u, - D~)),,~~+, is ratio 
unbounded on B(u); hence, UE B$‘. 
We have therefore proved that B, n BCk’ c Bz’; accordingly, 
B, n B’k’ = Bz’. Q.E.D. 
The next four lemmas deal with the individual divergence to CC on a 
band. 
LEMMA 6. Let (Xn)&%(0) be a sequence of elements of E such that 
x, 2 0 for every n E N u {0}, and let u E I?, u 2 0, u # 0. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The sequence (Xn)nENU col diverges indiuidually to 00 on B(u). 
(b) For every a E R, a > 0, and for every nonzero component v of u, 
there exist a nonzero component w of u, n’ < v, and m E N u (0) such that 
aw<x, for every neNu {0}, n>m. 
Proof (a) =z. (b). Let a E R, a > 0, and let u be a nonzero component 
of u. Then au E B(u), au > 0, av ~0; therefore, by (a), it follows that there 
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exist a nonzero component u’ of c(v, and m EN u (0 1 such that v’ < I, for 
every n E N u (0}, n 3 m. Let K = (l/cl) v’. Then M’ is a component of c. 
Taking into consideration that t’ is a component of u, we obtain that )i’ is 
a component of u. It is obvious that \V # 0. and that CIM’ < .Y,> for every 
n E N u {0), n >, m. Therefore, the implication is true. 
(b)=(a). Let ?r~B(u), ~20, .u#O. 
It follows that x A u # 0. Indeed, s = V,, N (X A nu); accordingly, 
.u~(mu)#Oforsomem~N.Thus,O#(l/m)(.~~(nzu))=((l/m).u)~u~ 
s A u. 
By the Freudenthal spectral theorem (see, for example, [4. Theorem 
40.2, p. 257]), it follows that there exist BE R, /? > 0, and a nonzero 
component J of ?I such that /?.v < s A u. 
Let 11 be the projection of u on the projection band B(y); that is, 
L’=VllEN (U A (4’)). 
It follows that v 3 u A (fly) = /?J; therefore, I.‘# 0. 
Taking into consideration that D is a nonzero component of u, and using 
(b), we obtain that there exist a nonzero component K of u, )I’ d v. and 
menu (0) such that (l//?)~r<x, for every neNu (Ol,, n>,m. 
We now note that 0 G M’ d t’ implies that )V E B(J) (since t’ E B( JV)). Using 
arguments imilar to the ones used to prove that .Y A u # 0, we obtain that 
tt’ A J’#O (since ir#O). 
Let : be the projection of 1’ on B(H’): that is, z = V,,cN (1’ A (nr~)). 
Clearly, z # 0 (since )I’ A y # 0). 
Since 1’ and ~1’ are components of u and since HI< cl, it follows that M’ is 
a component of ~1; accordingly, the projection bands B( M’) and B(o - K) are 
lattice disjoint. Since z E B( \v), it follows that (/?z) A (v - w) = 0. 
Taking into consideration that /?z Q P,v Q P, and using a consequence 
of the decomposition property (see [7, Corollary, p. 53]), we obtain 
that fl: = (PZ) A L’= (BZ) A (P-W+W) < ((flz) A (r-W))+((bz) A W) = 
(fl:) A 11’. Accordingly, /?i 6 11’. 
It follows that z d (l/p) M’ < X, for every n EN u (O}, n 2 m. 
Taking into consideration that -: is a component of J, and that .V is a 
component of X, we obtain that z is a component of X. 
We have therefore proved that for every x E B(u), x > 0, .Y # 0, there exist 
a nonzero component -? of X, and m E N u {O} such that z 6 x,, for every 
nENu (0). n>m. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let (I,),~~~~~~ be a monotonic nondecreasing sequence of 
elements of E such that x,, 2 0 for every n E N v { 0 ). Let x E z, I # 0, .Y > 0, 
and assume that the sequence (x~)~~~” {,,) does not diverge individually to r/-m 
on B(x). Then there exist 1 E R, A > 0, and a nonzero component J of I such 
that P, x,, < A! $or every n EN v (0). 
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Proof. If(X,,),,N”{O) does not diverge individually to c;c on B(X), then. 
by Lemma 6, it follows that there exist a nonzero component y of .r, and 
E. E R, ,4 > 0 such that for every nonzero component 2 of y, there exists a 
subsequence (-Y,~)~~~ of (x,~),,~~~~~) such that x,~~ 3 1~ for every kEN. 
Taking into consideration that the sequence (x,,),,~~” :0) is monotonic 
nondecreasing, we obtain that for every nonzero component 2 of J, and for 
every n E N u (Oj, one has that AZ & x,. 
We now note that y~B((ly-.u,)+) for every n~Nu 10). Indeed, 
assume that ~$B((JJ-x,,,)+) for some menu (0). It follows that 
there exist two components s, t of .r such that s E B( (AT - ,Y,)+ ), 
~E(B((E~JJ-.x,~)+))‘, t#O, y=s+r. We obtain that (kt) A (Ay-x,,,)+ =0 
for every k E N; hence, P,((~.Y - x,) + ) = 0. It follows that P, (Av - x,) = 
P,((~.~~---u,)‘)-P,((~y-x,)-) = -P,((~Y--x,,) ) < 0. Accordingly, 
P,(lp) < P,(x,); that is, Ir<P,(x,) GX,,,. In view of our previous 
remarks, it follows that we have obtained a contradiction since 
brl),,iN” {G) does not diverge individually to co on B(X). 
Let n E N u (0 ). Taking into consideration that 4‘ E E( (1~ - x,) + ), and 
that (~~-x,)-E(B((~“~-.~,)+))~, we obtain that (ky) A ((h,-,~,~)~~)=0 
for every k E N; therefore, P, (( Ay - x,)- ) = 0. 
It follows that P,(Ay - s,,) = P,((Ay -x,)+) - P.,.((Ay - x,~))) = 
P, (( i,r - x,?) + ) > 0 for every n E N u (0 ). Accordingly, J.y > P,..x, for every 
neNu (0). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. Let (~,),,,~~:o~ be a sequence of elements of i? such that 
x,~Ofir eoery neNu (0). Let (r,),,, be a fami(y of (projection) bands 
in 6 and let r be the (projection) band generated by U 2 E, P,. Then the 
folloning assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The sequence (x,),,~~ fol diverges individually to 3~: on r. 
(b) The sequence (x,),,~~ l0I diverges individually to ic on I-, for 
every a E I. 
Proof Clearly, (a) s (b) since r, E r for every o! E 1. 
(b) * (a). Let u E r, u > 0, u # 0. Using [7, Proposition 2.11, p. 63 and 
Corollary, p. 531, we obtain that there exist a E I and v’o f,, u’ >, 0 such 
that u’ A u ~0. Let v be the projection of u on r,. It follows that L) is a non- 
zero component of u. Using (b) we obtain that there exist a nonzero com- 
ponent u’ of v, and m EN u (0) such that x, 2 w for every n EN u (0 i, 
n 2 m. Taking into consideration that \V is also a component of u, we can 
conclude that the implication is true. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. Let (x,,),,,~~~~) be a sequence of elements of .!? such that 
x,, >, 0 -for every n E N u { 0 ). Let r be a (projection) band in E, and assume 
that (xn)nENv io: diverges individually to co on K Then 
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(a) the sequence (x,~),,~~~ iOl is unbounded on f; 
(b) limsup,((.u-.u,,)+)=O, and lim sup,, ( (x,, - s) ) = 0 .for ever)’ 
SGT, prouided that (x,,)~~~~ l0i is a monotonic nondecreasing sequence. 
Pro@ (a) Let u E f, u 2 0, and set 
L’ = t’~ (u-o)=O,andthereexistsmENu{O) 
suchthatu<s,,foreverynENu(O),n2m 
Since V is a set of components of u, and since E IS order complete, 
it follows that sup V exists in i? and is a component of u (see [3. 
Theorem 3.15, pp. 37-381). 
We now note that 14 = sup V. Indeed, assume that sup V# u, and set 
rt’ = sup I/. Then u - \V is a component of u, and u - w # 0. Taking into con- 
sideration that the sequence (.r.n)nENII l0i diverges individually to sm on f, 
we obtain that there exist m E N u (0) and a nonzero component t of u - )I‘ 
such that t d-x, for every n E N u (01, n 2 tn. Since t is also a component 
of u, it follows that t E V. Now note that 0 < t A I\’ d (u - 1~) A II’ = 0; hence, 
t A II’ = 0. We have obtained a contradiction since t d IV, and t #O. 
Accordingly, I( = sup V. 
It follows that sup,zENUtO) (I,, A U) = supneNV 1o1 (x,, A sup 1’) = 
s”P,,~ N id IO; sup, E I, (X,, A U)=SUp,,EVSUpnEN,,lO;(S,l A C)=SUp,cr,l’=II. 
(b) Taking into consideration that (.u - x,) + = (x,, - .Y)- for 
every n E N u {O), we obtain that it is enough to prove only 
that limsup, ((.Y-x,,)+)=O (note that since (,Y,,),,,~” 1o: is a mono- 
tonic nondecreasing sequence, it follows that ((,Y--.Y,,)+)~~~~:~~ 
and ( (s,~ - X) ),1, N v i0l are order bounded sequences. therefore. 
lim sup, ((s - x,,) + ) and ‘lim sup, ((x, - x) - ) exist in E). 
Let IE~. Since O<(x---.Y,,)+ <(Ix -I,,)+ for every neNu (Oi, we 
obtain that it is enough to prove that lim sup,, ((S-X,,) + ) = 0 under the 
assumption that x 2 0. 
Using (a) and the fact that (x,, ),,, N ,~, 1o1 is a monotonic nondecreasing 
sequence, we obtain that lim sup, ((x - .Y,~) +) = A,, Vk Zn ((x - sk)+ ) = 
A,,((-MY,,)+) = A,((( -X,,) V (-X))+S) = -v,,(X,, A X)+X = -.U+ 
.Y = 0. Q.E.D. 
We now return to the setting and the notations introduced before 
Lemma 4. 
PROPOSITION 10. The sequences (u,), E N u 1 o / and (u, ), E N v :0 I diverge 
individually to cx: on I?,, whenever B,, # (0). 
Proof: In view of Lemma 8, we have to prove that for every u E B,,5, 
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~20, u#O, one has that (u,,),,~~~~~~ and (v,,),.~” :0: diverge individually 
to 00 on B(u). 
To this end, let u E B,,, u B 0, u # 0. 
Assume that (u,,),,~~~ ioi does not diverge individually to a on B(u). 
Since WncNv IO; is a monotonic nondecreasing sequence, and by 
Lemma 7, it follows that there exist a nonzero component II of u and a real 
number A,, A, >O such that Pcu, 613,~) for every n~Nu 10). 
We will consider two cases: 
(a) The sequence (v,LENv io: does not diverge individually to a on 
B(v). 
(b) The sequence (vNLeNy iot diverges individually to a on B(v). 
We will prove that in each case we obtain a contradiction. Naturally, we 
will conclude that (u,,),,~~” (0i diverges individually to ccj on B(u). 
(a) In this case, using again Lemma 7 (this time, applied to v and to the 
monotone nondecreasing sequence (v,), E N u (0i), we obtain that there exist 
a nonzero component HI of v and a real number A,, 1, > 0 such that 
P,,.v,,<&w for every n~Nu {O}. 
Let a,p~R, O</l<cr, and set A=A,+A,. 
Since P, u,, = P,, I\ D u, = P,, PL?u,, < P,,.(A,v) = 1,)~ < Aw, and P, v, < 
&w<A~t for every n~Nu {0}, it follows that 1 P,,.u,-/?P,.v,I Q P,,u,+ 
pp,, u,, G (J. + PA ) ‘$‘, and 1 P,, u,* - aP,,.v, ( 6 P,,u, + aP,, v, < (A + al) w for 
every n~Nu (0). Thus, the sequences (P,,.u,),,.~~(~~, (P,,.v,,)..~~:~~, 
(p,,.~,,-Pp,,~,,),,.~~~~~, and (P,,u,-ap,,~~)~~~~(~) are order bounded. 
Set ~‘=sup,,~~~,(~) P,,.u,, and v’=su~,~,,(,~ P,,,v,. 
Using the fact that (P,,u,~),~~~~~~ and (P,v,)~~,,~,~ are order 
bounded monotonic nondecreasing sequences, and taking mto considera- 
tion that 0 < /? < a, we obtain that (lim sup, (( P, u, - DP,. v,) )) A 
(lim sup, ((P,, 4, - aP,,v,)+)) = (A,, Vkan (Wdk - Pdk) v 0)) * 
(A,, Vk>n ((P,.Uk - aP,,.va) v 0)) d (A, Vkz,((au’ - P.dh) v 0)) A 
(A,, Vkc,n((U - aP,,.ck) v 0)) = 0 v ((A,, Vkan(av’ - P,,.uk)) A 
(A, Vk2n(u’--P,,vk))) = 0 v ((A,,(av’-pdb)) A (A,(u’-aP,,.v,))) = 
0 v ((au’-((v,,P,.u,)) A (d-cL(v,P,,U,))) = 0 v ((au’-u’) A (d-d))= 
0 v ( - 1 u’ - au’ ( ) = 0. 
We have therefore proved that (lim supn((P,,u, - bP,v,)-)) A 
(limsup,((P,.u,-aP,v,)+))=O. 
Since (u, - PO,) - A w E B(w), and since (u, - au,,) + A w E B( IV) for every 
neNu (01, it follows that (u,-pun)- A w=P,((u,-PO,)- A w)= 
(P,,u, - BP+,.v,)- A w, and (u, - au,)+ A w = P,,((u, - au,)+ A w’) = 
(P,,u, - aP,v,)+ A w for every n E N u (0). 
Using the fact that the sequences ((P,u,--P,,v,)~),.~~(~~ and 
((Pw~n-aP,.o,)+),.,,Io) are order bounded, we obtain that (hm sup, 
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(((u,-@,)-) A )v)) A (limsup,(((u,-cru,)‘) A w)) = (lim suP,(((P,,+, - 
pP,t~,j-) A ~1)) A (limsup,(((P,,u,-aP,o,)+j A tcj) = w A ((limsup, 
((P,u,-pPH.Cn)-)) A (limsup,((P,u,,-aP,,o,)‘)))=O. 
We have therefore proved that ~‘4 B,,; accordingly, we have obtained a 
contradiction. 
(b) In this case, we will prove that r 4 I&, thus obtaining a contra- 
diction. 
Let a,/TeR. O<p<a. 
Since ~~~~~~~~~~ iot diverges individually to CC on B(c), it follows that the 
same is true for the sequence (aPUu,),,NU lo). Obviously, the sequence 
tap, ~Jn,Nu io.: is monotonic nondecreasing. Accordingly, using Lemma 
9(b), we obtain that limsup,(((P,u,-ctP,,u,,)+) A o)dlimsup,,(((I.,r~- 
aP,,tl,,)+ ) A o) = 0; therefore, lim sup,(((P,,u, - c#,.L~,,)+) A ~1) = 0. 
Since (u,, - all,,)+ A v E B(v), it follows that (u, - at),,)+ A I’ = 
P,(((u,-au,)+) A u)=(P,.u,-aP,,v,,)+ A u for every n~Nu {O). 
Accordingly, we obtain that 
(limsup(((u,,-flu,,))) A v)) A (limsup(((u,,--C(t),)+) A u)) 
w II 
=(limsup(((u,,-/?u,,)j) A u)) A (limsup(((P,,u,-aP,.v,?)+j A o))=O. 
PI n 
We have therefore proved that u $ II,,; accordingly, we have obtained a 
contradiction. 
Taking into consideration that in each of the cases (a) and (b) we 
have obtained a contradiction, we conclude that (u,,),,~~” ioi diverges 
individually to cc on B(u). 
Assume now that the sequence (u,,),,~” (oj does not diverge individually 
to CCC on B(u). Then, by Lemma 7, it follows that there exist a nonzero 
component U of u and a real number p, p > 0 such that Ppu, < pfi for every 
n~Nu (0). 
We will prove that U# B,,; therefore, we will obtain a contradiction 
since 0 d u < u, u E B,,, and B,, is a band. Accordingly, we will be able to 
conclude that (u,,),,,~” ioj diverges individually to cx) on B(u). 
To this end, let a, j? E R, 0 < fl< a. 
Taking into consideration that the sequence (u,,),, Nv (0l diverges 
individually to cc on B(u), it follows that (Pliun),GNv (o) diverges 
individually to EC on B(u). Since (Puu,),, N v loi is a monotonic non- 
decreasing sequence, we may apply Lemma 9(b), and we obtain that 
O<limsup,(((P,u,-flP,u,)j) A ii)<limsup,(((P,u,-fipti))) A u)=O; 
accordingly, lim sup, (( (P,u, - /?Pliu,) ~ ) A U) = 0. 
Since (u,, - pu,)- A ii E B(U), it follows that (u, - /?tln)- A zi = 
P,((u,,-Bu,,).‘ A ii)=(P,u,-j?P,u,)- AU for every n~Nu (0). 
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We obtain that 
(lim sup (((u,-pun)-) A U)) A (lim sup (((24,--u,)+) A U)) 
‘?I ,I 
= (lim sup (((P,u, -jIP,u,)-) A 27)) 
N 
A (limsup(((u,-au,)+) A U))=O. 
n 
We have therefore proved that (u,,),.~~(,,) and (u,),~~~(~~ diverge 
individually to cc on B(u). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11. Let k E N u (0). Then the sequences (u, - u~),,>~ + , 
and (u,--~k),,~~+, diverge individually to co on Bhy. 
As a result of the way in which B,, (k’ has been defined, it is clear that the 
proof of the corollary consists in a straightforward application of 
Proposition 10. 
PROPOSITION 12. Bbk,’ = B,, n BCk’ for every k E N u {O}. 
Proof. Let k E N u (0). We first prove that B/,k,‘s B,, n BCk’. Taking 
into consideration that Bbk,’ E BCk’ we have only to prove that B$ E B,,. 
To this end, let u E BAY:,‘, u#O, and let VEB, u#O, O<u< IuI. We have 
to prove that there exist ~1, /II E R, 0 < /? < a such that 
(limSup(((u,-pU,)-)A U))A (hSUp(((Z&,-clU,)+)AU))#o. (12.1) 
,, ” 
Since BCk’ is a band, 0 < u < ) ~1, u E BCk’, it follows that u E BCk’; 
therefore, as a result of the way in which B$ has been defined, it follows 
that there exist u’, B’E R, 0 </I’< a’ such that (lim sup,((((u, - uk) - 
/?‘(u,-ok))-) A u)) A (limsup,((((u,-uk)-a’(u,-uk))+) h u))#o. 
Let c1, PER be such that j?‘<B<a<a’. 
Note that in order to prove that (12.1) holds for our choice of u and /?, 
it is enough to prove that 
limsup(((u,-flu,)m) A u)>hmsup((((u,-uk)-,!?(u,-uk))-) A u), 
” n 
(12.2) 
and that 
limnsup(((u,-aUn)+) I\ U)2limpUp((((u,-uk)-U’(U,-U,))+) A U). 
(12.3) 
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We now prove that (12.2) is true. To this end, we note that by a conse- 
quence of the decomposition property (see [7, Corollary, p. 53]), it follows 
that limsup,((((u,-u,)--/Y(t’,-uk))F) A v)<limsup,(((u,-Bu,-u,+ 
(b-p’) u,)-) A 2’) < lim sup,(((u,,-flu,)P + ((p-p’) L’,,--k)-) A t’) 6 
lim sup ((((u - (li  su; (I(un- pufl;n;-) * 0) + ((((b - fl’) un - h-) A “)) d 
A u)) + (lim sup,((((p - b’) L’, - uk)-) A u)) = 
(lim sup:(((u: - flu:)-) A t))) + (lim sup,((((fl - b’)(t),, - t’k) - (uk - 
(b-b’) uk))-) A L’)). 
Taking into consideration that ((/? - b’)(u,, - L’k) - (uk - (/I - fl’) t’k)) A 
ljEB(U), we obtain that ((fi-~‘)(u,-~~k)-((uk-(p-fi’)~‘k))~ A L’= 
P,(((fl-p’)(t’n-uk)-(uk-(fl-b’)uk))- At’) = (((b-fl’)P,‘(u,,-ok))- 
P,(tdk-(p-p')uk))- Au for every n~N,n>k+l. 
Since (by Corollary 11) the sequence (u,, - uk),, 5 k + , diverges individu- 
ally to a on Bbk,‘, and since u E Bbk,', it follows that (v, - u~),~ b k +, diverges 
individually to ‘X on B(u). Accordingly, ((fl - fl’) P,, (u, - u,)), k k+, 
diverges individually to 00 on B(u). Using Lemma 9(b), we obtain that 
lim sup,(((B-B’)(u,-uk)-(uk-(B-B’) uk))- h c) = lim sup,(((fl-fl’) 
P,,(u,-u,)-P,(u,-(B-8’)u,))- A u)=o. 
Accordingly, it follows that (12.2) is true. 
The proof of (12.3) is similar to the proof of ( 12.2). Thus, as in the proof 
of (12.2), one notices that limsup,(((U,-~k)-~‘(u,,-uk))+ AU)< 
(limsup,((u,-au,)+ A u))+(limsup,((auk-(a’-a)(u,,-uk))+ A 0)). By 
Corollary 11 and by Lemma 9(b), as in the proof of (12.2), it follows that 
lim sup,((auk- (a’-a)(u,- u,))+ A u)=O. 
We have therefore proved that Bbk,' E B,, n Bfk'. 
In order to conclude the proof of the proposition, we have to prove that 
B,,n Btk'& Bbk,'. Let UE B,,n B (k’ Since we want to prove that UE Bbk,', it.
is obvious that we may assume that u #O. 
Clearly, we have to prove that for every u E ,!?, 0 <o < (~1, P #O, there 
exist a, fl E R, 0 < fl< a such that 
(lim sup (((“~-uk)-~8(un-uk))~ A u)) 
” 
A (lim sup (((U,-&)-a(u,,-ok))+ A u)) #O. (12.4) ” 
Since we assume that u E B,,, it follows that there exist a’, /Y E R, 0 < 
~‘<a’suchthat(limsup,((u,-/?‘u,)- A u)) A (limsup,((u,-a’u,)+ A u)) 
# 0. 
Let a, /I E R, /3’ c I< a < a’. It follows that in order to prove that (12.4) 
is true for the a and fl which we have just chosen, it is enough to prove that 
limsup((u,-fl’un)- * u)~limsup(((u,-uk)-B(o,-uk))- Au), (12.5) n n 
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and that 
limsw((u,-a’u,)+ A u)~limsup(((u,-u,)-cr(v,-u,))+ A u). (12.6) n n 
The proof of (12.5) is similar to the proof of (12.2). 
The proof of (12.6) is also similar to the proof of (12.2). Indeed, 
one obtains that lim sup,((u, - a’~,,)+ A v) 6 (lim sup,(((u, - uk) - 
a(u, - uk)) + A u)) + (lim sup,( ( (CI - a’) u, + uk) + A u)); using Proposition 10 
and Lemma 9(b), one concludes that lim sup,, (((a- a’) u, + uk) + A u) = 0; 
consequently, (12.6) holds. Q.E.D. 
Given A c E, we will denote by B(A) the projection band generated by 
A in ,!?. 
THEOREM 13. Ba’ = B, n Bck’ for every k E N u { 0 ) . 
Proof: Let kENu (0 >. Using Proposition 5 and Proposition 12, we 
obtain that BLk’ = B( (B, n Bck’) u (B,, n Bck’)). Since B, = B( B, u B,,), it 
follows that in order to prove the proposition, we have to prove that 
B( (B, n Bck’) u (B,, n Bck’)) = Bck) n B( B, u B,,). 
Clearly, B( (B, n Bck’) u ( Bos n Bck))) c Bck’ n B( B,m u B,,). It follows 
that all we have to prove is that if u E BfkJ n B(B, u Bos), u 2 0, then 
u E B( (B, n Bck’) u (B,, n Bck’)). To this end, let u E Bck’ n B( B, u B,,), 
u 2 0, and let u, u’ be the projections of u on B,, Bos, respectively. 
Taking into consideration that u and w are components of u, we obtain 
that u v MJ 6 u. 
We will now prove that u = u v up. Indeed, assume that u # u v w, and set 
t = u - (u v w). It follows that t is a nonzero component of u. 
By [7, Proposition 2.11, p. 63 and Corollary, p. 531, it follows 
that u G sup{(u A (n(CscHnB, 1~1))) + (u A (n (CsEHnBoS Isl)))l n E N 
H G B, u Bos, H finite set} <sup{u A (n(CseH IsI)) HEN, HG B,, H 
liniteset}+sup(u~ (n(CssHI.rI))Jn~N, HGB,,, Hfiniteset}=u+~~. 
Using once again [7, Corollary, p. 531 we obtain that 2 = t A u = 
t A (u + w) <2(r A (u v w)). Since t #O, it follows that t A (u v w) #O; 
therefore, we obtain a contradiction since u v w is a component of u. 
Accordingly, u = u v n’. 
Clearly, u E Bck), and w E Btk’ (since O<u<<, 0~ w<u, and UE Bck’). 
Since u E B, , and w E Bos, it follows that u E B((B, n Bck)) u (B,,n B@‘)). 
We have therefore proved that B( (B, n Btk’) u ( Bos n Bfk’)) = Bcpl n 
B(B, u B,,). Q.E.D. 
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3. THE INDIVIDUAL RATIO CONVERGENCE TO 1 ON A BAND 
As mentioned in the Introduction, in this section we will discuss the 
notion of individual ratio convergence to 1 on a band. 
Let G be an order complete Riesz space, let ,CI? = ( (?I,, .v,,))~~~” :0) be a 
sequence of G x G such that y,, >/ 0 for every n E N u {O}, and set 
i 
limsup(((S,,-(1 +E)J’,,)+ 
II 
B,,(d)= XEG v ((1 -&)J’,,--.Y,,)+) A l.rl)=O ; 
foreveryEER,s>O 1 
.u=O or x#O andforevery.rEG,O<+rQI.uI. 
y # 0 there exists E E R, E > 0 such that 
limsup(((x,-(l+s).r,,)+ 
,I 
v ((l-E)?‘,,-..YJC) r\y)#O 
THEOREM 14. B, L (~$01) and B,,,, (&) are projection bands in G, and G is 
the order direct sum qf B, , (sz!) and B,, , (sd). 
Proof Set z,,(&)=((.~,-(l+~)l?,)+) v (((l-E)Y,,--I,)+) for every 
nENu (0) and EER, E>O. 
We will first prove that B,,(d) is a (projection) band in G. 
Let x, ?’ E B,, (&‘), and assume that x +J # 0. It follows that 
Odlimsup,(z,(s) A Ix+J~~) < limsup,((z,(s) A Ixl)+(z,(s) A 1~1)) C 
limSup,,(z,(&) A Ixl)+limsup,(z,(&) A ) yl)=O for every EER, s>O. 
It follows that .X +p~ B,,(&‘) whenever XE B,,(d) and J’E B,, (Jd). 
Now let x~B,,(d), and let PER. If (~1 f 1, then O~limsup,(z,(~) A 
(~+\:()dlimsup,(z,(&) A (x()=0 for every EER, E>O; if (pi> 1, then 0~ 
lim sUp,(z,(~) A Ipxl) d lim sup,((l~I zn(s)) A 1~x1) = IP( lim sup,(z,,(s) A 
I .Y I ) = 0 for every E E R, E > 0. Accordingly, ~.lx EB,, (d). 
Taking into consideration that B,., (&) is clearly a solid set, we obtain 
that B,,(d) is an ideal in G. 
Let A z B,, (J&‘), and assume that sup A exists in G. Set I = sup A. As in 
the proof of the fact that A(T) is a band in Theorem 3, it follows that 
O~limsuP,(Z,,(~) A 1x1) = 1x1 A limsup,(Z,(E) A 1X1) < VIEW (I )'I A 
limsw,(z,(E) A IXl))=v,.,,, limsup,(z,(&) A 1x1 A ( yl)=O for every 
E E R, E > 0. Accordingly, x E B,, (ss’). 
We have therefore proved that B,,(d) is a projection band in G. 
We will now prove that BnCl (JZJ’) is a (projection) band in G. 
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Let X,, -U, E Bnc, (a), and assume that ,Y, + Xz # 0. Let p E G be such that 
O<y<)X, +X,1, jj#O. Taking into consideration that O<l,< /.X,1 + ]%,I, 
and using the decomposition property [7, Proposition 1.6, p. 53 J, we 
obtain that there exist j,,Yz~G, O,<j,,<lX,(, O,<y,<<Ixz) such that 
j = y, + y2. Since .V # 0, it follows that y, # 0 or jjz # 0. 
Assume that y, #O (similar arguments hold if jz #O). Taking into 
consideration that x, E B,,,, (d), we obtain that there exists EE R, E >O 
such that lim sup, (Z,(E) A jjl) # 0. Accordingly, lim sup, (Z,(E) A y) # 0. 
We have therefore proved that -Y, +X, E B,,, (&) whenever X,, X, E 
&,I L@‘c4). 
Now let XE Bnc, (d), and let p E R. Assume that x # 0, and p #O. Let 
LEG, O<y< 1~x1, y#O. Since O,<(l/lpl)y< 1x1, and since xeB,,l(d), 
it follows that there exists EE R, E > 0 such that lim sup,(z,(s) A 
((l/IpI)y)) # 0. Now we note that lim sup,, (Z,(E) A ((l/lp(l)y)) < 
lim supn (z, (.a) A y) whenever ) p ) > 1, and 
lim sup (~,~(s) A ((l/I~l)vv))Glim sup (((l/l~l)z,(~)) A ((lllcll)v)) n n 
= (MPI) lim,w (Z,(E) A Y) 
provided that [ p I < 1. Accordingly, lim sup,, (Z,(E) A y) # 0. 
It follows that Bncl (~4) is a vector space. 
Clearly, Bnc, (d) is a solid set. 
Now, let A c Bn,, (&), and assume that sup A exists in G. Set x = sup A. 
Assume that x#O, and let yEG be such that O,<y< 1x1, y#O. As in the 
proof of the fact that B,,(f) is a band (in Proposition 6), it follows 
that there exists z E A such that y A ) z I #O. Taking into consideration 
that z E Bnc, (&‘), and that 0 dy A (z ( ,< (~1, we obtain that there exists 
E E R, E > 0 such that lim sup, (Z,(E) A y A (z I) # 0. It follows that 
lim sup, (Z,(E) A y) # 0. 
We have therefore proved that XE B,,,(d). It follows that B,,,(d) is a 
projection band in G. 
In order to complete the proof of the proposition, we now have only to 
prove that G is the order direct sum of B,, (&) and Bncl (d). 
Taking into consideration that B,, (d) n Bncl (~4) = {0}, we obtain that 
we only have to prove that for every x E G, x 2 0, there exist ye B,, (at’), 
~20, and z~B,,,(d), ~20 such that x=y+z. To this end, let XEG, 
x 2 0, let y be the projection of x on B,, (a), and set z = x - y. Assume 
that z q! B,,,, (zJ’). It follows that there exists r E G, t # 0, 0 < t < z such that 
for every EE R, E > 0, one has that lim sup,, (Z,(E) A t) =O; hence, 
t E B,, (&). Taking into consideration that y is a component of x, we 
obtain that z is also a component of x, and y A z = 0. It follows that 
~AJJ<Z AY=O; therefore, y<t vy=t+y#y, and we have obtained a 
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contradiction since 0 < t v J <,Y, t v )’ E B,, (&) while on the other hand .I 
is the projection of x on B,, (~4). Q.E.D. 
Let d = (CL sn)lncNv joi be a sequence of elements of G x G such that 
yn 3 0 for every n E N u (0). The band B,, (a) is the largest band in G on 
which the sequence SY ratio converges individually to 1. The band B,,.r (d) 
is the largest band in G with the property that for every nonzero band d 
in G, A s Bncl (a), one has that the sequence d does not ratio converge 
individually to 1 on A; thus, we may think of B,,,(d) as being the largest 
band on which JZI does not ratio converge individually to 1 in a strong 
sense. Clearly, the sequence d does not ratio converge individually to 1 on 
a projection band B if and only if B n Bncl (d) # (0). 
Now, let .d = ((.u,, .Y,,))~~~~ coi be sequence of elements of G x G such 
that .Y~ > 0, and yn < -vn + , for every n~Nu (0). Let k~Nu (0}, and set 
~=((.K,---Yk,J’n-J‘k))n$k. 
THEOREM 15. Let B be a projection band in G, and assume that 
o.n)nEN” [O) dit,erges individually to CC on B. Then, B n B,,., (XI) = 
BnB,,,.,(dk)for etiery k~Nu (0). 
Proof. Let k~Nu (0). 
Given FER. E>O, set a,,k(E)=(.Y,-.xk-(l +~)(y,,-yk))+, Pn.k(~)= 
((1 -E)(~,--)?k)-(~~,-.~k))+ for every nENu {0), n>k, and set a,z(E)= 
(x,-(1 +s)y,,)+, /?,,(e)=((l-E),v,-.x,,)+ for every nENu (0). 
We first prove that B n Bncl (d) s B n B,,<, (J&). Clearly, it is enough to 
prove that if x E B n Bnc, (~4). x > 0, x # 0, then x E B,, , (J&‘;-). Accordingly. 
let .K E B n Bncl (d), x 2 0, .Y # 0. 
We have to prove that for every 4’ E G, 0 < .V < x, .V # 0, there exists E’ E R, 
E’ > 0 such that 
lim SUP ((qkC(E') v Bn.k(~')) A !)zO. n 
(15.1) 
To this end, let y E G, 0 <y < x, y # 0. Taking into consideration 
that XE Bnc, (JS’), we obtain that there exists EE R, E >O such that 
lim Sw,((a,(E) v BAE)) A Y) ZO. 
We will prove that (15.1) holds for E’ = 42. 
Since limsup,((cr,,(@) v #$+(~/2)) A y)= flim s~p~(a~,~(s/2) A .P)) v 
(lim sup,UL(@) A Y)), and since lim sup,((a,z(s) v Bn(s)) A y) = 
(hm sup,(a,(&) A y)) v (lim sup,,(fi,(~) A y)), it follows that in order to 
prove that (15.1) holds for E’ = e/2, it is enough to prove that 
lim sup (a,(E) A y) d lim SUP (C(,,,(E/2) A y), ,, n 
(15.2) 
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and that 
lim sup (Pn(c) A y) < lim sup (/In,k(~/2) A y). 
n " 
(15.3) 
We now prove that (15.2) holds. 
Note that lim SUP,(CI,(E) A y)<lim sup,, (c(,,(E/~) A y)+lim sup, ((xk- 
(1 +@).Yk-(G)YJ+ *vi 
Now let P be the band projection associated with the projection band 
Bn Bnr, (d). Taking into consideration that ye Bn Bnc, (a), we obtain 
that (xk--(1 +s/2)yp-(~/2)y,)+ A ye Bn B,,,(d) for every n~Nu {O}, 
n > k. Accordingly, it follows that lim supn ( (xk - (1 + s/2) y, - (s/2) y,) + A y) 
= lim supn P((xk - (1 + s/2) yk - (s/2) y,)’ A y) = lim sup,((P(x, - 
(1 +EP)Yk)-(~P)fYn)+ AY). 
Taking into consideration that ( yn)npNv (0) diverges individually to a 
on B, we obtain that (y,), .k diverges individually to m on B n Bncl (~4); 
hence ((42) PynJnak diverges individually to cc on B n Bn,, (d), as well. 
Since ((d2) Pyn)n 2 k is a monotonic nondecreasing sequence, it follows 
(using Lemma 9 (b)) that lim sup, ((P(.xk - (1 + s/2) yk) - (s/2) Py,) + A y) 
= 0. Accordingly, (15.2) is true. 
The proof of ( 15.3) is similar to the proof of ( 15.2). Thus, as in the proof 
of (15.2), it follows that lim sup,(B,(&) A y) < lim sup,,(B,k(&/2) A y) + 
lim supn ((( 1 - s/2) yk - xk - (s/2) y,) + A y). Next, using the band projec- 
tion P associated with the projection band B n Bnc, (d) and Lemma 9(b) 
as in the proof of ( 15.2), we obtain that hm sup,,((( 1 -a/2) yk - xk - 
(&/2)y,)+ Ay) = limsup,((P((1-&/2)yk-Xk)-((E/2)Py,)+ Ay) = 0. 
Accordingly, (15.3) holds. 
We now prove that B n Bn,, (&$k) E B n Bncl (a). As in the proof of the 
converse inclusion, it is enough to prove that for every y E B n B,,., (dk)r 
y > 0, y # 0, there exists E’ E R, E’ > 0 such that 
lim sup ((a, (s’) v 8, (s’)) A y) # 0. 
n 
(15.4) 
Accordingly, let YE Bn B,,,(d,), ~20, y#O. Since YE B,,,(dk), it 
follows that there exists E E R, E > 0 such that lim sup, ( (cL,,~ (E) v /?n,k (E)) A y) 
# 0. 
Let E’ = s/2. As in the first part of the proof of the proposition, we obtain 
that in order to prove that (15.4) holds for E’ = s/2, it is enough to prove 
that 
and that 
lim sup (a,.k(c) I\ y) < hm sup (%(&/2) A y), ” n 
(15.5) 
lim sup (8,. k(c) A Y) <h sup (B,(@) A y). ” n 
(15.6) 
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The proofs of both (15.5) and (15.6) are similar to the proof of (15.2). 
Thus, in order to prove (15.5), one notices (as in the proof of (15.2)) that 
limsup,(r,.,(s)r\y) Q limsup,(cr,(~/2)~y)+limsup,(((l+~)~~-~~~- 
(E/2)?‘,)+ * Y). 
NOW, let P, be the band projection associated with the projection band 
B n B,,, , (sdk). By Lemma 9(b), it follows (as in the proof of (15.2)) that 
lim sup,(((l +E)~~-x~-(E/~)J,)+ r\y) = limsup,,((P,((l+c).vk-xk)- 
(42) P, Jam) +A y ) = 0. Therefore, ( 15.5) holds. 
In order to prove ( 15.6), one first notices that lim sup,, (pn,k (E ) A y) < 
iimsup,(bn(@) ~y)+limsup,,((x,-(l-E).Y~--(c/2)!,,)+ A)%), and then 
one uses the band projection P, and Lemma 9(b) in order to conclude that 
limsup,,((.u,-(I -c)yk-(~/2)y,,)‘- A.v)=O. Q.E.D. 
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